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Introduction

 The conservative and best estimate approaches have 

been used in most countries, even though regulatory 

bodies in different countries have tailored these 

approaches to fit their particular needs. 

 Present regulations permit the use of best estimate 

codes, but there may be added requirements for 

conservative input assumptions, sensitivity studies or 

uncertainty studies. 
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The ways to approach safety analysis for licensing purpose can be roughly 

summarised as follows:

Conservative versus best estimate approach

Methodology 

of licensing 

analysis

Applied 

computer 

codes

Initial and 

boundary 

conditions

Assumptions 

on systems 

availability

Approach

Conservative 

methodology

Conservative 

code

Conservative 

input 

Conservative 

assumptions

Deterministic

Combined 

methodology

Best estimate 

(realistic) codes

Conservative 

input 

Conservative 

assumptions

Deterministic

Best estimate 

+ uncertainty 

evaluation

Best estimate 

(realistic) codes

Realistic input + 

uncertainty

Conservative 

assumptions

Deterministic

Best estimate 

with PSA and 

uncertainty 

evaluation

Best estimate 

(realistic) codes

Realistic input + 

uncertainty

PSA based 

assumptions

Deterministic + 

Probabilistic
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 Conservative approach does not give any indication of

the actual margins between the actual plant response

and the conservatively estimated response.

 Conservative approach does not give any indication

about actual plant behaviour, including timescale, for

preparation of EOPs or for use in accident

management and preparation of operation manuals for

abnormal operating conditions.

TABLE expl.
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The so called ―Combined methodology‖ (BE computer

code + conservative assumptions) is the current

licensing practice in many countries.

It is believed that in this way all other uncertainties, like

code uncertainties, user effects, etc., are adequately

covered.

However the uncertainty of code models is not

quantified. And the selected set of conservative

assumptions does not assure the worst combination of

them.

TABLE expl.
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The Best-estimate analyses plus uncertainty evaluation for licensing

purposes are inherently deterministic. Therefore, such analyses must

include the following BIC assumptions:

• Single failure in the Critical (Most Necessary) Safety System

• Additional failures — if required by the national regulations

• Actions of the Normal Operation Systems should not be taken into

account if they affect the transient development in a positive way

Plant parameters: 

• measured values, 

• decay-heat curve, 

• fuel thermal conductivity,

• ECCS flow-rates, 

• pellet-cladding gap size, 

• containment state etc. 

should be assumed nominal

TABLE expl.
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Consequently, the uncertainty evaluation of such analyses must evaluate

or bound uncertainties due to:

– plant parameters: measuring errors, decay heat curve, fuel thermal conductivity,

ECCS flow-rates, pellet-cladding gap width etc.

– nodalisation and other user effects

– computational uncertainty

– other sources of uncertainty.

TABLE expl.
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Model

Parameter P3

Parameter P1

Parameter P2

fP1

fP2

fP3

y = f(Pi,t)

Relevant function

Set of time functions

Minimum, Medium, Maximum

TABLE expl.
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In the full BE approach (with PSA utilization for systems

availability) the BE values of BIC together with their

uncertainties are used to calculate a value for a key

parameter and its frequency distribution.

Next the other uncertainties (model and code uncertainty,

user effects etc.) are determined–or at least a safe upper

bound value defined-and added to the key parameter

uncertainty.

TABLE expl.
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Design Basis IE

Non-Licensing 
IE, or Beyond-

Design Basis 
External Event

Bold: Licensing success path

Dotted: PRA success paths, which 
nominally succeed in PRA space, but 
in some cases with less margin than 

would be required in licensing 
analysis

A B C

Systems

A B C

Systems

OK

OK

OK

OK

Design basis versus risk model approach
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Modifications of Zion Large LOCA ET      
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CONSERVATIVE ANALYSES

Although the trend in accident analysis 

has continued to move to best estimate

analysis rather than conservative analysis, 

conservative and combined 

conservative approaches are still 

used.
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For example, fuel behaviour codes and vendor licensing

code versions still include options to select

conservative models.

Conservative modelling approaches are also used to a

large extent in analysis of BDBAs

simply to avoid the cost of developing a more realistic

model, even though specific conservative models are

not specified by regulation. In practice, conservative

models are selected and evaluated on a case by case

basis.
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Czech Republic operates 4 VVER-440 units and 2 

VVER-1000 units. 

Their Safety Analyses are performed with advanced 

best-estimate computer codes originally developed 

for western PWRs. 

Up to now, these codes, while applied for licensing 

purposes, were used with conservative boundary and 

initial conditions which required a number of 

sensitivity analyses to be performed. 
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Under preparation is a proposal of the BE methodical procedure to be

applied for thermo hydraulic analyses of some initiating events for

VVER-440/213 and VVER-1000/320 reactors, which takes into account

general trends and especially – IAEA and OECD recommendations.

Considered is, for instance, application of this method for the evaluation

of such events as

• MSLB,

• SB LOCA,

• LB LOCA,

• PRISE and

• Loss of Flow

using uncertainty analysis of the input data and computer models (GRS

and IRSN method).
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Selection of an uncertainty method for

solution of a particular task was based

on comparison of all monitored methods.

We come to the conclusion that the most

suitable will be the nonparametric

method based on Wilk’s Formula ( GRS,

IRSN).
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• All suitable and available experimental

data can be applied

• The specified ranges and uncertainty

distributions apply for whole transient

process

• Number of repeated TH calculations

depends on the reliability statistic limits

(Wilks equation). It does not depend on

number of parameters

• The method can be applied both for

uncertainty and sensitivity analyses

This method has the following characteristics and advantages:
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GRS-method to quantify uncertainties
H.Glaeser GRS IAEA Lublana 2009

 Identify and quantify all potentially important parameters

– Validation results are essential basis to quantify 

input uncertainties

 Code calculations with variation of parameter values

 Number of code calculations given by Wilks’ formula

– Independent of number of uncertain parameters 

– Dependent on tolerance limits (or -intervals) for the 

uncertainty statement of the code results 

(e.g. 95% probability content, 95% confidence limit 

require 59 calculations)
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Uncertainty analysis - H.Glaeser GRS IAEA Lublana 2009

Model

Parameter P3

Parameter P1

Parameter P2

fP1

fP2

fP3

y = f(Pi,t)

Relevant function

Set of time functions

Minimum, Medium, Maximum
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Sensitivity analysis - H.Glaeser GRS IAEA Lublana 2009

Time point t0

Y = H (P1, P2, P3)

Distribution at time 

point t0

Y

P2

Y

P1

Y

P3

Correlation coefficients

Set of relevant functions

Time point t0
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Data used for quantification of uncertainties
H.Glaeser GRS IAEA Lublana 2009

Results obtained during code validation, envelop 

results from separate effects and integral tests

– Relevant and available experimental data should be 

used

– Scaling effects considered by large scale 

experiments, like LSTF, UPTF

Data uncertainties from documentation 

(geometry, bypass flow paths, reactor power, decay 

heat)

 Fuel data from fabrication tolerances
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Number of code calculations – Wilks’ formula 
H.Glaeser GRS IAEA Lublana 2009

 Independent of number of uncertain parameters 

 Dependent on tolerance limits (or -intervals) for the uncertainty 

statement of the code results

 Smallest number of code runs n

 upper statistical tolerance limit (one-sided):

1 - n

 tolerance interval (two-sided):

1 - n - n (1 - ) n-1

% is the desired probability content (fractile, percentile, 

quantile),

% is the confidence limit

(taking into account the possible sampling error due to limited 

number of code calculations)
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Examples of BE-GRS NRI methodology

• Validation of computer code on experiments (PSB)

• Definition of uncertainties input parameters

• BE analysis on the integral test facility, uncertainty

and sensitivity

• Definition of uncertainties input parameters of real

NPP, scaling effect

• Analysis of NPP – comparison of conservative

combined method and BE plus uncertainty method
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Conservative comb. licensing analysis, LBLOCA.
(P.Kral: UJV Analysis of LOCA for …March2009).

The detailed 4-loop model of NPP Temelin was used for

the presented LOCA analysis.

Input model of the NPP VVER 1000 for RELAP5 code has

been developed for various thermal-hydraulic

analyses of the plant.

The input model represents all major parts of NPP with

VVER-1000/320: RCS, ECCS, SGs, MSS, FWS etc.

The modeling approach to VVER-1000 input model is

based on UJV Rez experience from analyses of

experiments on VVER-design facilities (PMK, PACTEL,

ISB, PSB).

The RELAP5 was ―standardized‖ by Czech regulatory

body (approved for licensing analysis) in 2005.
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Conservative comb. licensing analysis, LBLOCA.
(P.Kral: UJV Analysis of LOCA for …March2009).

Nodalization of VVER-1000 primary system for RELAP5:
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Conservative comb. licensing analysis, LBLOCA.
(P.Kral: UJV Analysis of LOCA for …, Rez, 2009).

Nodalization of VVER-1000 ECCS for RELAP5:
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BE Analysis, LB LOCA.
(J.Macek, R.Meca: the calculation of LBLOCA event for VVER-1000/320 NPP. ÚJV Z 2355 T 

Řež, December 2008).

COMPUTER CODE AND INPUT MODEL USED

For the thermal hydraulic analysis presented, the

computer code

ATHLET 2.1 A was used.

– The code is implemented in the Czech Republic on

the basis of agreement with GRS from 1993. The

code had been widely assessed and verified both in

UJV Rez and in other VVER-operating countries.

– In 2008 the code was ―standardized‖ by Czech

regulatory body (approved for licensing analysis).
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Be Analyse, LB LOCA.
(J.Macek, R.Meca: the calculation of LBLOCA event for VVER-1000/320 NPP. ÚJV Z 2355 T 

Řež, December 2008).

The detailed 4-loop model of NPP VVER 1000 was used for the

presented LB LOCA analysis:

Input model of the NPP VVER 1000 for ATHLET code has been

developed for various thermal-hydraulic analyses of the

plant.

The input model represents all major parts of NPP with VVER-

1000/320: RCS, ECCS, SGs, MSS, FWS etc.

The modeling approach to VVER-1000 input model is based on

UJV Rez experience from analyses of experiments on VVER-

design facilities (PMK, PACTEL, ISB, PSB, PKL, ROSA).
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Parameter Conservative calculation Best Estimate calculation

Reactor power Maximal 105 % (3150 MWt) Design value 100%

Decay heat

ANSI/ANS-5.1-1979, long-term 

operation at 101% and with additional 

multiplier 1.15

ANSI/ANS-5.1-1979, long-term 

operation at 100%

Reactor flow Minimal Design value

Primary pressure Maximal Design value 

PRZ level Minimal Design value

Inlet temperature Maximal Design value

Secondary pressure
Maximal (in order to get maximal 

primary temperature)
Design value

Core power 

distribution

Maximal radial factor for hot 

assembly 1.45, maximal radial factor 

for a hot pin 1.63

Maximal factor for hot pin 1.63

Fuel power profile 
BOC profile with maximal linear 

power 448 W/cm
BOC

Reactivity coefficients 

Conservative reactivity coefficients 

(minimal value of Doppler coefficient, 

minimal value of moderator density 

coefficient, maximal boron reactivity 

coefficient)

Conservative reactivity coefficients 

(minimal value of Doppler coefficient, 

minimal value of moderator density 

coefficient, maximal boron reactivity 

coefficient)

Major initial conditions.
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Parameter Conservative calculation Best Estimate calculation

SCRAM actuation

Delayed SCRAM actuation; 
uncertainties in set-points,  and 
minimal SCRAM efficiency (in 
LBLOCA analysis used extra 
conservatism – assumption of no drop 
of control rods at all)

SCRAM according to containment 
signal +30 kPa plus 2 s time delay

Loss-of-offsite power At transient beginning -

Diesel generator

Maximally long start of DGs 35 s and 
maximal delays in SI actuation -
resulting in HPIS injection start at 
40 s and LPIS injection start at 53 s

-

ECCS systems 

Reduced number of effectively 
available ECCS systems to 1/3 HPIS, 
2/4 ACC (3/4 ACC in case of 
LBLOCA), 1/3 LPIS

3/4 ACC in case of LBLOCA, 1/3 
LPIS,HPI

ECCS pumps 
characteristics

Conservatively low Design value

Temperature in ECCS 
tanks 

Maximal Design value

Water volume in ECCS 
tanks

Minimal Design value

Boron acid concentration 
in ECCS tanks and piping

Minimal Design value

Major boundary conditions.
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Parameter
Design 

value

Conservative 

combined 

calculation

Best 

Estimate 

calculation

Reactor power, MW 3000 3150 3000

Flow rate through the reactor, m3/h 87500 82020 84800

Flow rate to the core bypass, %  - 3%Gcore 3%Gcore

Coolant temperature at the reactor inlet, ºС  290 293.8 289,8

Pressurizer pressure, MPa 15.7 16.06 15,7

Water level in the pressurizer, m 8.17 7.35 8.17

Total water level in the SG, m 2.36 2.36 2.36

Steam pressure, MPa 5.72-6.38 6.41 6.3

Feedwater flow rate, kg/s  - 1741 1740

Feedwater temperature, C    220 220 220

Major initial parameters.
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Gap model, nodalization

Parameter Design value Conservative 

calculation

Best Estimate 

calculation

Gap fuel - clad Constant Model

Core 

nodalization

Isolated 

channels

Cross flow 

between fuel 

assemblies
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Results of  Analysis – max. PCT

Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis

Two-sided tolerance limits

Sample Size =   98, BETA =  0.95, GAMMA =  0.95
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Conservative and BE analyse, MSLB.
(J.Macek, R.Meca: UJV Analysis of MSLB………).

COMPUTER CODE AND INPUT MODEL USED

For the thermal hydraulic analysis presented, the 

computer code ATHLET 2.1 A+DYN3D was used. 

The SUSA SW for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis was 

use.

The detailed 4-loop model of NPP VVER 1000 was used for the

presented LB LOCA analysis:

•Input model of the NPP VVER 1000 for ATHLET, DYN3D codes has 

been developed for various thermal-hydraulic analyses of the plant. 

•The input model represents all major parts of NPP with VVER-

1000/320: RCS, ECCS, SGs, MSS, FWS etc.

•The modeling approach to VVER-1000 input model is based on UJV 

Rez experience from analyses of experiments on VVER-design 

facilities ( ISB, LOBI, PSB, PKL, ROSA). 
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Major initial parameters.

Parameter
Conservative 

calculation

Best Estimate 

calculation

Decay heat Zero
ANSI/ANS-5.1-1979

(- 20 %)

PRZ level Minimal Design value for HZP

Primary pressure Maximal Design value 

Reactor flow Minimal Design value

Inlet temperature Maximal Design value for HZP

Secondary pressure

Maximal (in order to 

get maximal primary 

temperature)

Design value
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Major initial parameters.

Parameter Conservative calculation Best Estimate calculation

Temperature in ECCS tanks Maximal Design value

Boron acid concentration in 

ECCS tanks and piping
Minimal Design value

ECCS pumps characteristics Conservatively low Design value

Start of MFW

Increasing from zero to 

maximum according to 

electronic limitation

101,3 % of nominal FW mass 

flow at the beginning of 

transient

Start of safety injection and 

FAV closing

TSAT(I.O.-II.O.) >91 0C THVS > 

200 0C PMSL < 4.05 MPa

TSAT(I.O.-II.O.) >75 0C THVS > 

200 0C PMSL < 4.9 MPa

Signal for EFW isolation TSAT(I.O.-II.O.) >91 0C THVS > 

200 0C PMSL < 3,46 MPa

TSAT(I.O.-II.O.) >75 0C THVS > 

200 0C PMSL < 4.41 MPa

Signal for MFW isolation TSAT(I.O.-II.O.) >91 0C THVS > 

200 0C PMSL < 3.46 MPa

TSAT(I.O.-II.O.) >75 0C THVS > 

200 0C PMSL < 5.0 MPa

Isolation of main feedwater 

line

99 48,2

Critical discharge 

calculation

Moody curve CDR1D model
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Major initial parameters.

Parameter Design value
Conservative 

calculation

Best Estimate 

calculation

Flow rate through the 

reactor, kg/s

8045 8018 8045

Coolant temperature 

at the reactor inlet, ºС  

278.15 278.5 278.15

Steam pressure in, 

MPa

5.72-6.38 6.15 6.13

Total water level in 

the SG, m

2.36 2.41 2.36
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DNBR Analysis.

Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis

One-sided upper tolerance limits

Sample Size =  100, BETA =  0.95, GAMMA =  0.95
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 Conservative and Best-Estimate approaches to 

licensing analysis were described

 Concrete conservative and BE analyses were 

presented

 If we use BE computer code the uncertainty and 

sensitivity analysis should be included

 If we use Best estimate codes + Uncertainty, the 

SAFETY MARGINS increase

 BE + PSA is the next step in licensing analyses

Conclusion
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Thank you for your attention

www.ujv.cz




